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Abstract—In unpaid microtask-based crowdsourcing, it is of great importance to lower the worker entrance barrier for attracting more volunteers and keeping their motivation high. To do that, the worker interfaces should be easy to use. In this paper, we explore the three-tier software architecture for running microtasks and also present Boyarin, an open source front-end Web application for bridging the gap between the crowd workers and the underlying Mechanical Tsar crowdsourcing engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microtask-based crowdsourcing implies submission of the human intelligence tasks (HITs) to the controlled or uncontrolled crowd of human workers. This approach for hybrid human-machine computation was popularized by Amazon MTurk [1], an online labor marketplace when the workers receive monetary incentives for the submitted answers. A number of paid crowdsourcing platforms offer convenient, yet proprietary task design frameworks, such in the cases of CrowdFlower [2] and Yandex.Toloka [3].

In contrast, unpaid crowdsourcing relies on open source software to run the annotation process and collect the workers' answers [4]. To make it more convenient for the volunteers, the worker interface should be adaptive both to the devices from which the workers do the annotation and to their behavioural patterns. The latter aspect needs to be properly captured and analyzed in a post-hoc manner [5].

In this paper, we are focusing on the software engineering aspect of microtask-based crowdsourcing. We discuss the existent systems in Section II. Then, we emphasize on the three-tier architecture described in Section III and present Boyarin, a flexible Web-based annotation front-end, in Section IV. Finally, we show illustrative examples in Section V and provide concluding remarks in Section VI. The software we demonstrate is open source and is available under a libre license.

II. RELATED WORK

Several frameworks are being available, such as TurKit [6], Bossa [7], PyBossa [8], psTurk [9], Troia [10], and Mechanical Tsar [11]. Some, like TurKit and psTurk, are tightly coupled with the paid MTurk. Others, like Bossa and Troia, seems to be not extensively maintained today. PyBossa, despite its impressive features and flexibility, lacks the statistical quality control mechanisms offered by Mechanical Tsar.

III. ARCHITECTURE

In the three-tier architecture, depicted at Fig. 1, the crowdsourcing system is composed of three primary subsystems: the database storing the task, worker and answer information, the back-end (or the Mechanical Tsar engine) dealing with task allocation and answer aggregation, and the front-end representing the tasks to the workers and collecting back their answers. In our setup, the engine provides the RESTful API over HTTP or HTTPS to prevent the workers interacting with the engine directly. Additionally, the front-end communicates with the telemetry system that tracks the worker activity for gathering the implicit feedback from them.

![Fig. 1. The architectural diagram representing the front-end (the application), the back-end (the engine) and the supplementary systems along with the worker and the requester users](image)

The engine also exposes the graphical user interface for making it possible for the requester to tune the annotation parameters and perform data management operations. According to the present architecture, the front-end system performs three primary activities: (1) presenting the list of the available annotation stages, (2) rendering the task from the stage chosen by the worker, and (3) receiving the answers submitted by the worker. An annotation stage is the set of tasks grouped by the similar objective, like "select the similar words" or "confirm whether the message is a spam or ham".

Although the engine stores the worker metadata, it does not deal with the worker authentication, so this functionality should be implemented by the front-end. Under this setting, the front-end may implement any authentication mechanism possible, e.g., social network login, anonymous login, etc., but the engine will manipulate with the internal worker identifiers by securing their personal identities (Fig. 2).
Since that the answer processing is done by the Mechanical Tsar engine, the front-end system has no possibility to perform formal answer validation, i.e., the presence of the answer in the single choice questions, etc. Instead, it is still possible to communicate with the engine that produces the validation errors in the machine-readable form. Thus, the role of the front-end in this system is to make interacting with the engine accessible to humans (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Sequence diagram for task allocation

Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for answer submission

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Boyarin, our implementation of the front-end system [12], is a Web application written in JavaScript using the Node.js runtime environment [13] and specialized middleware. The authentication routines are available for Facebook, VK, GitHub, or “login-less” approach that records only the worker’s IP address and browser identifier combination. The worker sessions are stored using encrypted HTTP cookies, which are small fragments of data stored in the browser for the specified time.

The interaction with the engine is asynchronous due to the properties of the Node.js runtime. For encapsulating this interaction, all the requests are wrapped into the Connector object implementing the Proxy design pattern (Fig. 4). This also simplifies unit testing by providing the mock data without any need for network connection during the tests.

For each task, represented as an annotation stage in Boyarin and Mechanical Tsar, it is possible to design the specific worker interface template, but the requestor has also been provided with several generic options being available. If the customization is needed, the requestor chooses the authentication approach and makes relatively small changes to the present HTML, CSS and JavaScript code snippets. A special attention is paid to the convenience of the users and the compatibility to mobile devices by automatically rearranging the worker interface according to the screen resolution of the particular device. For gathering the telemetry information, we use the Piwik open source Web analytics system hosted on our servers [14].

V. EXAMPLES

The above-mentioned worker interface has been successfully used in the evaluation task for the Russian Distributional Thesaurus [15]. For instance, Fig. 5 shows the list of available annotation stages and Fig. 6 shows the tasks representation for the selected stage. The requestor has a separate user interface of the Mechanical Tsar engine for tuning the annotation process and downloading and uploading the data as well (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4. Connector, the wrapper object

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annotation Interface</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Available Stages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irs-eoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irs-ei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irs-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irs-conf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen-genus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen-specos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen-mun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. List of the available annotation stages (interface captions are translated for convenience of readers into English; originally all the interface elements are in Russian)
by the Mechanical Tsar engine for increasing the annotation reliability. Since that unpaid crowdsourcing completes slower but yields results of similar or higher quality compared to its paid counterpart [4], we plan to focus on providing better crowdsourcing task design in further studies.
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